
MalenyMee 150km - July 15th 2017 

by Vaughan Kippers 

 

Eight of us arrived at Brian’s house before the 6am start, with only one rider attempting the 300k version. As I do 

for most rides, I just wore knicks and a long sleeved jersey, but most other riders were better prepared for the 

cold start, which got colder as we approached Samford. Peter J commented that he would like to buy a pair of 

flesh-coloured leg warmers “just like yours”. I really appreciated avoiding Samford Road, using the alternative 

cycleway route, following an old railway line. Brian, who guided us through the cycleway route, had been so 

intent on looking after the other riders that he had forgotten his bidons, so I lent him one. 

 

It didn’t take long for me to lose feeling in my frozen hands and fingers, which made changing gear harder than 

normal. I have recently bought a pair of MTB gloves, which have not yet been worn. This would have been a 

perfect time to christen them! Despite being fairly well rugged-up, John had “frozen” feet until about half-way up 

the Mount Mee climb. 

 

As we cycled from Samford to Dayboro, the group broke up. James had moved ahead very early and Scott was 

following him. We had a short break at Dayboro where I found that I could thaw my hands with a cold water tap. 

We headed off from Dayboro for the Mount Mee climb before Brian &amp; John arrived. Little did we know that 

Brian had the first of his four punctures of the day before reaching Dayboro. Probably time to replace his tyres? 

 

I managed to keep with Peter J up the climb – something I could not have done five weeks ago! Peter W waited 

for us at the top of the climb where Peter J asked if I was “into introspection”. Puzzled, I said I believed in 

reflective practice, but Peter replied that I failed on that score because I had been wearing my reflective vest 

inside out from the start! We proceeded toward Wamuran and Peter W soon rode off into the distance while Peter 

J and I rode together. I have always been a slow cautious descender but I realised on Campbells Pocket Road, 

that Peter J is even more cautious. Scott and Peter W were at Control #1 when we arrived, but soon took off on 

Stage 2. Peter J and I waited for Brian, not realising that Brian had his third puncture a couple of hundred metres 

before the Wamuran Bakery, so he walked there and replaced the tube on the deck behind the bakery. 

 

Eventually, four of us left with the intention of staying together for the rest of the ride. Along Old North Road there 

was a sign warning that the road ahead was closed, so we took the Bellmere Road “detour”. We found out later 



that the three riders ahead of us chose to ignore the official warning sign and they negotiated the roadworks 

successfully. We made up for the lost kms by taking a more scenic route through Scarborough. We chose a 

bakery in Scarborough for Control #2, where we spent limited time. Just outside the “Eventide Old Peoples 

Home” as we called it when I was in primary school, now known as “Brighton Health Campus”, Brian punctured 

for the fourth and final time. I took the opportunity to lie on the footpath and commented that I should have a 

sleep to prevent me falling asleep at my planned formal dinner that night. The next minute, I was kicked awake 

from a deep sleep, which was probably better than being found by Health Campus employees who may have 

taken me in, thinking that I had escaped from their facility. Thanks for suggesting that Peter! The roadworks on 

Telegraph Road indicate that conditions will be improved for cyclists in the future. Still a bit tricky at the moment. 

 

 

 

When we arrived back at Brian’s, his daughter, Britta, was there to welcome us and take a photo of the “famous 

four”. I was the only one not wearing an Audax Queensland jersey; sorry Brian, Peter & John. It was a very 

pleasant social day, only spoiled by some motorists/passengers yelling out “get off the road”, “idiots”, “roadkill” 

etc. Send them to a re-education camp, I say! 


